
Analysis Transitions 

Eli 

Holzer’s claim is that there is no point of even making the statement that Lincoln was a racist 
because of the Emancipation Proclamation. Holzer believes that from the start, Lincoln was 
advertising the Emancipation Proclamation as strictly a military asset to help the North win the 
war.  So Holzer raises the question that proves the point being made, how can you judge a 
military piece of legislation for being racist? It makes no sense to judge the president for using 
the Emancipation Proclamation as a military asset instead of a call of freedom and justice. Thus, 
this point proven by Holzer makes Lincoln an effective wartime leader because Lincoln was only 
advertising the Emancipation as a military asset and it was never about the good of the people. 

 

Jason 

Youth in state custody, particularly LGBTQ youth, are at higher than average risk of 
acquiring sexually transmitted infections and HIV but there is not one state in the 
country that guarantees access to the necessary sexual medical care and scientifically 
accurate and inclusive sexuality education that would address this health crisis. 
(Juvenile Injustice: The Unfulfilled Rights of Youth in State Custody to 
Comprehensive Sexual Health Care. 2010)  

This quote reveals that while in state custody in different structural institutions, there is a lack of 
education, in this case, sex ed. The effects of this as mentioned in the quote will be a larger 
populace of individuals with AIDS because the government isn’t allowing them to exercise their 
right to learn. Along with an important lesson from this topic specifically, it is important that the 
Juvenile learn this information because it refers to their own well-being and health that they need 
to be able to care for in the future once they become full-fledged adults. As a result of the 
government’s insufficient education of the younger generations of the United States, it is 
possible in the future that the population will be affected in a negative way either by widespread 
AIDS due to the uneducated populace that spread it or other issues that supposed to be taught by 
the school system they no longer have access to. 

 

Madison 

“Our lives revolved around my sister’s needs. We didn’t do a lot of the things other families did. 
One year we went to the Royal Adelaide Show (similar to a state fair). My sister saw an 
ambulance and wouldn’t come out of the chicken pavilion because she associated ambulances 
with being taken away from home. We didn’t go to the show again (Strohm, 2005).” 

The account demonstrates that, not only does the impaired child suffer from the inability to cope with 
the sounds and sights of everyday life, the whole family must then sacrifice their time and happiness to 
deal with their greater needs. 



“Despite the events of the past, there are still many individuals yet today who support eugenic 
arguments against the decision to knowingly give birth to a child with a genetic disorder, 
cognitive impairment, or physical disability (Norrgard, 2008).” 

As mentioned in the beginning, and demonstrated in the quote, the word eugenics is frowned upon, but 
many don’t realize that in some ways, it’s still practiced today, like in Buddhism. 

 

Tyler 

According to Keri (2019), 

In high school, college, and the minors, the DH rule kicks in, turning hitting ability into a 
pointless skill…Because pitchers don't train to hit, they also don't train to…get used to 
stopping and starting and sprinting and sliding the way you would on the 
basepaths…This is how catastrophic injuries occur. Given that pitchers already have to 
dodge all the lat strains, shoulder impingements, and Tommy John surgeries under the 
sun, helping them avoid further injury risk is the right thing to do. 

This highlights how the adoption of a universal DH can improve the game of baseball as it hints 
at the positive effects of its inclusion. By replacing an often-terrible hitting pitcher with a “bat 
for hire”, the overall excitement for the game will more than likely rise since a DH will be less 
likely to be an automatic out than a pitcher. Also, by forcing teams to have another experienced 
hitter on their roster, more jobs will be created for the not-so-talented defenders that excel at 
hitting home runs. 

 

One can argue that this move is strong by MLB, as it shows that 

They’re working with a social network to broadcast their games exclusively and gain 
new viewers. People without MLB.TV or a local cable channel will be able to watch, as 
long as they have a Facebook account. And they’re also testing out some new in-game 
features, and maybe even some new broadcasters (Roscher, 2018). 

This shows that MLB is making it an initiative to include ways to show off their brand to a larger 
audience, without forcing them to change their way of life to compensate. By allowing people 
to access professional baseball through a free livestream, Manfred and other executives hope 
to spark interest in others, even if it is only during these weekly livestreams. 


